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MIJARC Europe presents the second
issue of the biannual magazine Info
Europe. This issue presents the
latest updates on the fight against
extremism and hate at European
level such as the par tnership
between the Council of Europe
and some of the top technology
companies who joined forces to
promote an open and safe internet,
where human rights, democracy,
and the rule of law are respected.
If you feel inspired by this initiative
or by the results of our activities,
you will find information about
the suppor t the European Youth
Foundation offered for the pilot
project. You can also read about
the work of MIJARC Europe on the
topic of extremism: our international
seminar “Open minds, open doors”,
our international summer camp
“Youth paving the way to solidarity”
and the local round tables organized
by our member movements. We are
happy to share with you the news
about our two new observer member
movements and to present to you
two of their young representatives.
Finally, we provided a sneak peek
into what we planned for 2018.
Enjoy the reading!

INTRODUCTION
A special period for MIJARC Europe
(3) Citizenship and youth participation in rural development. We will also follow the achievement
of our new operational objectives which have
been grouped under four larger categories:
1. Internal development of MIJARC Europe as a
network for and with its member organisations;
2. MIJARC Europe, European System: advocate
and cooperate for the interests of rural youth
in a partner strategy;
3. MIJARC Europe in world perspective;
In our previous issue of the Info Europe we
wrote about how 2017 will be a year of changes
and opportunities for MIJARC Europe. Well,
2017 has indeed been a special year, a year of
changes, of planning and of many steps taken
towards a steadier, more open and more creative future. Our Orientation General Assembly
saw the adoption of new strategic objectives for
the next four years, completed with an ambitious action plan. What is new? We now have
three thematic focus points around which our
entire work will develop. These are: (1) A sustainable future for agriculture and rural youth, (2)
Our European vision in an interconnected world,

4. MIJARC Europe Communication – Finances.
Our new strategic approach has been presented on our Facebook page with a series
of simple and colourful infographics to help
ever ybody understand the backbone of our
work for the next four years. So, once you finish
reading the magazine, do not forget to follow us
on Facebook and check out these infographics.
We also have a new European Board who had
their transition meeting with the former team
in September and their very first team meeting
in November. They adopted ambitious resolu-

tions and have serious plans with the organization through their mandates. There are also
three new work commissions which will start
their work in 2018 and will provide the formal
structure for more of our young members to be
involved in the direct running of the organization and in the implementation of our activities.
Finally, our topic for 2018 will be peace, celebrated in all its forms and valued as the only
state of being worth working for. As next year
will mark 100 years since the end of the First
World War, we want to remind the young people we represent that peace has not always
been the default situation and that previous
generations did not enjoy the stability and harmony most of us take for granted today. Our
work plan for 2018 will be centred around this
goal as it proposes a mix of creative local and
international activities at the end of which a
travelling photo exhibition will be created. We
cannot wait to see all these plans unfolding!
We hope you will join us.

MIJARC Europe Secretariat

NEWS FROM EUROPE
Council of Europe signs agreement with top technology companies
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The Council of Europe signed an agreement
with eight top technology companies and six
associations with the aim to “promote an open
and safe internet, where human rights, democracy, and the rule of law are respected”.
This partnership was marked by a ceremony
in Strasbourg which took place on the first day
of the World Forum for Democracy.

The eight companies involved in the partnership are: Apple, Deutsche Telekom, Facebook,
Google, Microsoft, Kaspersky Lab, Orange and Telefónica. The associations are Computer &
Communications Industry Association (CCIA), DIGITALEUROPE, the European Digital SME Alliance, the European Telecommunications Network Operators’ Association (ETNO), GSMA and
the multi-stakeholder Global Network Initiative (GNI). Additional agreements could be signed
with other partners in the future as stated in the official press release.
This partnership with the private sector represents a priority set out in the Council of Europe’s
Internet Governance Strategy for the period 2016-2019, and the first time the Council of Europe is
giving private companies a formal role in achieving the objectives it has set for the years to come,
as Council of Europe Secretary General - Thorbjørn Jagland - declared during the ceremony:
“It is unique because it is the first time the Council of Europe is also giving a formal, institutional role
to the private sector, one which is open-ended allowing other companies and representative associations to join in the future. (...) Together, we must take steps to prevent the abuse of the internet, in
particular the use of social media by terrorists to spread extremism and radicalisation.”1
Official press release: https://search.coe.int/directorate_of_communications/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=0900001680764622

Excerpt from the Council of Europe Secretary General - Thorbjørn Jagland’s official speech, retrieved on the 10th of November 2017 from: https://www.coe.int/fr/web/secretary-general/speeches/-/asset_publisher/gFMvl0SKOUrv/content/ceremonial-signature-exchange-of-letters-between-the-council-of-europe-and-internet-companies-and-associations
1
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EU-Armenia Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership
Agreement (CEPA)
signed a landmark agreement aiming to bring tangible benefits to the citizens. The EU-Armenian
partnership proposes numerous ways to strengthen political dialogue and set a solid basis for
the continuation of economic and social reforms. Some of the most important refer to:

On the 24 th of November, the European Union,
represented by the High Representative of the
European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy & Vice-President of the European
Commission, Federica Mogherini and the Republic of Armenia, represented by the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Edward Nalbandian, have

• A safer living environment: The EU and Armenia will increase their cooperation in preventing
and fighting crime, including terrorism.
• An empowered civil society: An independent civil society platform composed of Armenian and
EU organisations will be set up to monitor the implementation of the agreement.
• A cleaner, healthier environment: The EU will support Armenia’s adoption of EU environmental
standards as well as its development of clean sources of energy.
• Better conditions for investments: A better regulatory environment will improve the business
climate and investment opportunities for Armenian and EU companies, encouraging Armenian
companies to sell more goods and services to the EU and the EU companies to open subsidiaries in Armenia, which will contribute to economic growth and job creation.
This information was retrieved on the 26 th of November 2017 from the official press release published by the
EEAS Press Team on 24/11/2017 - 10:31 - UNIQUE ID: 171124_2

Plan your local activities for next years and apply
for support to the EYF
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Did you know that the European Youth Foundation (EYF) can support your local pilot projects? The EYF allocates a certain percentage
of its budget to pilot activities and the good
news is that there are no specific deadlines.
On its website, the EYF explains that “a pilot
activity is an “intervention”, namely an activity
addressing a contextual societal challenge affecting young people at local level. It should be

based on innovation or on replication of best
practices for example. These activities should
have clear links to and an impact on the local
context, contribute to the Council of Europe
youth programme, have a clear youth work
dimension and be based on non-formal education principles.” The maximum grant allocated
is € 10,000 and no co-financing is needed. Regional networks of youth NGOs, national youth
NGOs and local youth NGOs are the ones who
can apply for this type of grant. All they have to
do is follow the application process and submit
their grant application at least three months
before the beginning of the activity.
So, if you are interested be aware that there
are specific focus themes defined by the Joint
Council on Youth for activities taking place in
2018:
1. Access to rights
• Activities promoting critical thinking in the
context of young people’s access to information and media consumption

• Initiatives combating gender inequalities and
gender-based violence, with a special focus
on the vulnerability of young women refugees
and migrants
2. Youth participation and youth work
• Activities supporting young people’s political
awareness, active citizenship, civil involvement, participation and decision making at
local and regional levels
3. Inclusive and peaceful societies
• Activities aiming to strengthen youth NGOs
in conflict and post-conflict settings
• Activities contributing to the Council of Europe Action Plan on Building Inclusive Societies, notably those supporting social inclusion and participation/integration strategies
for and with young migrants and refugees and
involving the local communities
Find out more here: https://www.coe.int/en/
web/european-youth-foundation/pilot-activity

NEWS FROM MIJARC
International seminar - Open minds, open doors
Mainz-Germany was the welcome place for
the participants to our international seminar this year, where we tried to “open young
people’s minds” in order for them to be able
to “open doors”, the doors of solidarity, tolerance but also those of critical thinking and
informed reasoning in the face of extremist
views, radicalizations attempts and any hateinstigating stories. It was an informal, fun and
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informative meeting of four days (25 th -28 th
July) which brought the participants face-toface with a ver y sensitive topic. Luckily, three
brave participants who attended one of our
previous activities, the international study
visit in Brussels, were part of the preparation team and did a wonderful job in leading
the group of 33 young participants through
an intense learning process aimed at build-

tion, refugee or asylum seeker. There were
also parallel workshops on populism, migration, hate speech online and offline. Based on
those findings, the next sessions engaged the
participants in a mix of reflection and action
by facilitating meetings with representatives
of different faiths, reflecting on the gender
perspective of radicalization, field visits and
the writing of a position paper.

ing their resilience to radicalization leading
to violent extremism.
The work session of the seminar focused on
identifying what makes rural youth particularly vulnerable to radicalization and extremism, by analysing local realities, personal
backgrounds and triggering factors. The
discussions were based on the results of the
study visit and the knowledge accumulated
there which help ever ybody reach a common
level of understanding on concepts such as
radicalisation, extremism, violence, xenophobia, hate speech, preacher, recruiter, migra-

The concrete results of the seminar were a
position paper “Extremism in Europe” and a
series of local round tables with young people
and local authorities to promote the paper and
discuss ideas for an improved local strategy
of reducing young people’s vulnerability to
radicalization. In order to write the final document the participants used the method of a
living position paper, collecting during the
entire week ideas for the document which was
finished at the end of the seminar and posted
on the wall. The draft version of the Position
Paper is available on the MIJARC Europe website. The Paper will be officially adopted during our General Assembly next year.

This activity is part of MIJARC Europe’s annual
work plan which is supported by the European
Youth Foundation of the Council of Europe. A
unique foundation supporting activities developed with, for & by young people. The activity
was also co-financed by KLJB-Germany.

Summer camp “Youth paving the way to solidarity”

For the first time in the history of MIJARC Europe, Yerevan-Armenia was the host of one of
our international activities, our summer camp.
We take the opportunity to give thanks to our
member movement Federation of Youth Club
Armenia for hosting and preparing this activity.
The summer camp started on the 23rd of August
and ended on the 29 th of August. Its main goal
was to empower and direct the youth´s potential
to resist the challenges of intolerance spreading worldwide. We started on the first day with
some name games and icebreakers to get the
participants closer together. The next day we
initiated pedagogical games, icebreakers and

energizers and storytelling to get on the topics of
radicalization, extremisms and solidarity. Here it
was possible for the participants to discuss the
topics in a very deep way and to find solutions
to how to deal with radicalization, extremisms,
xenophobia and how to create solidarity. In the
late afternoon, we visited Aleppo NGO which has
as mission to protect, support and empower Syrian citizens sheltered in Armenia by developing
and implementing lasting projects to contribute
to their settlement and integration processes.
It was a great example for vivid solidarity. The
next day we visited the Genocide museum of Yerevan, to learn more about the Armenian history
and in the afternoon, we went to Lake Sevan,
to get an impression of the beautiful Armenian
countryside. The next day, the participants created a theatre play about how to deal with radicalization, extremism and xenophobia and the
following day it was presented in city of Yerevan
to the Armenian people to bring the message of
solidarity to the people.

people and helped to develop critical thinking in
a multicultural way. We empowered people to
take an active role in the social life of their local
community to include young people to prevent
potential threats of extremisms, xenophobia and
radicalization.
Johanna Grießer
MIJARC Europe intern

MIJARC Europe is glad to have offered the opportunity of a youth exchange in a multicultural
environment where rural youth (and young refugees/immigrants) could share the realities of
their countries in order to combat stereotypes
and prejudice on both sides. We encouraged the
inter-cultural dialogues between rural young

Peace - a topic for 2018
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Our member movements have decided: peace will be the topic MIJARC Europe will focus on in 2018.
It is a natural continuation of the topic we tackled this year: the rise of extremist attitudes in Europe
and the perfect context for marking 100 years since the end of the First World War. This is why our
activities next year will celebrate friendship, stability and the joy of living together in diverse societies. The highlight will be on not taking these things for granted and doing all we can to prevent
conflicts such as WWI from happening again. We have envisioned a mix of really creative and outof-the-ordinary activities which will have as main result a travelling photo exhibition. Therefore, we
are really looking forward to 2018!
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NEWS FROM MOVEMENTS
Two new observer members
observer members: Futuro Digitale from Italy
and Euromove from the Netherlands. We are
welcoming with open arms all the young people they represent, and we hope to be a place
where they feel valued and where they have
many opportunities to learn, share and connect with other rural youngsters.

trepreneurship, microcredit, social research,
European planning, fund raising, international
cooperation and volunteerism.

But who are our two new observer members?
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The strength of our network comes from its
diversity and the connections we make between young people from the most isolated
areas in all parts of Europe. We are proud
of our members, of their work and of how
beautifully we all come together during our
assemblies, local and international activities
or whenever one of us needs the rest or the
rest needs one of us. With these in mind, MIJARC Europe has just said hello to two new

FuturoDigitale is a non-profit organization
that was founded on the 20 th of Februar y 2013
on the ideals of Policoro project of the Italian
Bishops’ Conference. The organisation has its
main office in Terranova da Sibari - Calabria
region and it works to strengthen the skills
of young people through ICT and youth participation projects. Its mission is to promote
local development through the digital culture,
European citizenship and social projects. This
mission is supported by enthusiastic volunteers and local youth community groups and
by a main team of seven young coordinators.
The organization cooperates with various institutions, schools and other social actors.
The FuturoDigitale team consists of professionals from various fields, all with significant international experience, especially in
the context of project management. The organisation’s members come from academia,
business and the third sector and possess
know-how in terms of new technologies, en-

Find out more about Futuro Digitale by visiting
their website: http://www.futurodigitale.org/en/
EuroMove is an organization based in Utrecht which develops innovative projects to increase the knowledge, practical experience
and working capacity on the individual and
organisational level in the field of non-formal and vocational education in Europe and
beyond. Its goal is to promote partnership
and cooperation among individuals and organizations and to realize innovative ideas
on local and international level in the field of
education and entrepreneurship. They organize seminars, trainings, conferences and debates and promote non-formal and vocational
education as tools for the process of ongoing
self-development. They rely on volunteers and
youth workers to bring forward their mission.
Find out more about EuroMove by visiting their
website: http://www.euro-move.org/

Round tables in Armenia, Romania, Turkey,
France and Germany
The final stage of our annual work plan, the local round tables with local NGOs and public authorities started in September and gave the
participants to our international activities the chance to present the result of their work: the Position Paper. With the help of their member
movements, the participants contacted public authorities and local NGOs and set a round table, based on the follow-up plan they drafted
and assessed together at the end of the seminar. The participants presented the tools developed during the Study Visit and the International
Seminar and initiated a discussion from the points raised in the Position Paper. The aim of these round tables is to raise awareness at the local
level and to start a discussion on the manner of addressing the issues of radicalisation, extremism and inclusion. Federation of Youth Clubs
- Armenia (F YCA), System&Generation - Turkey (S&G) and Assistance and Programmes for Sustainable Development-Agenda 21 - Romania
(APSD-Agenda 21) held their round tables and drew interesting conclusion on youth involvement and extremism.

• FYCA - Armenia

The Federation of Youth Clubs of Armenia, the
biggest youth organization in Armenia, held
round-table discussions devoted to the fight
against extremism and violence. The first
discussion was held with the members and
volunteers of the organisation on the 16th of

September while the second event was held
with representatives of local youth NGOs and
of the municipality of Yerevan city on the 20 th
of September – a day before the International
Day of Peace. During the round-table discussions the following points were visited: the
results of the international seminar devoted
to the fight against discrimination and intolerance that was held in Germany, and the position paper created at the end of the seminar.
In addition, discussions on the manifestations
of intolerance, spreading of hate speech, and
extreme violence in a number of European
countries, including Armenia, were conducted
and the method of role play was used to explore the topic more in-depth. The organi-
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zation’s coordinators also initiated a social
media campaign against extremism and hate
speech and organized a photo competition
devoted to peace and solidarity.

• S&G - Turkey
On the 18 th of October, our member organization S&G held two round tables with students
and staff of the T.C. Gazi University and with
members of their own organisation. The round
tables started with a presentation of MIJARC
Europe and the projects it had developed with
S&G and it continued with a session in which
those attending had the chance to reflect on
their own knowledge, attitude and general
feelings towards extremism and radicaliza-

tion. Next, the attendees were involved in a discussion with a professor from Gazi University,
trying to find an answer to the question “What
can be done in order to prevent or reduce the
frequency of these acts?”. The SWOT analysis
method was used for the suggested solutions.
The entire event enabled the participants to enrich their knowledge on the topic of extremism
and to use it in order to bring about a change
in attitude in their communities.

• APSD-Agenda 21 - Romania
Our member organization from Romania managed to bring to their round table 18 participants
representing 15 public institutions and local authorities from all over the country: Bucharest
School Inspectorate, Giurgiu County School Inspectorate, National Agency for People with Disabilities, Bucharest 4th district City Hall, National
Authority for the Protection of Child Rights and
Adoption, Prefecture Institution Giurgiu, Cornu
City Hall, National Agency of Civil Servants,
General Directorate for Social Assistance and
Child Protection of the 6th district of Bucharest,
General Directorate for Social Assistance and
Child Protection of the 1st district of Bucharest,
Prahova County Council, Ploiesti City Hall, Calvini Region City Hall, Ramnicu Sarat City Hall,
Teachers Training House of Buzau. It was an
impressively diverse group of civil servants, local elected decision-makers, teachers, school
inspectors, social workers and young people.
The young participants who had attended the
seminar used a Power Point presentation to present the Position Paper and started a moderated
discussion on the points raised.

One of the main conclusions of the meeting
was the importance of education, in formal
and non-formal contexts, for both victims and
authors of extremist acts. The representatives
of the school inspectorates who were present
at the meetings suggested that the topic could
be approached by the Master teachers during
the counselling classes. Another conclusion
was that it would be very important if there
were funds dedicated to organizing proper
information/awareness-raising sessions or
workshops/seminars with students of all ages.

The representatives of public institutions underlined that in public administration there
were a series of documents and codes that
comprise the principles of the Position Paper,
but nevertheless these codes are not always
respected to the letter. So, it would be good to
find push-factors that could help in creating a
non-discrimination and hate free environment
at the level of civil servants.

All participants agreed that social media is a
very powerful influencing factor that can easily shape opinions and behaviours, especially
of young people. Young people need to learn
how to critically analyse a text/post and how
to recognize hate speech and discrimination.

• MRJC - France and KLJB - Germany
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Our members from France and Germany
decided to organize the local round table together, taking advantage of the annual joint
meeting of the French-German Inter-Commission. So, on the 25 th of November, they joined

forces and brought 45 people working in different commissions in their movements for
a nice official dinner to present the results
of the seminar and discuss about the current
political situation and about what comes to
their mind when they think about extremism,
discrimination and hate. The organizing team
started by explaining why MIJARC decided to
deal with the subject of extremism and continued with the presentation of what happened
during the study visit and the seminar. Next,
they explained the most important points of
the position paper “Extremism in Europe”. As
a result of the round table, the participants
realized how extremism, hate and discrimination affect our daily life. They are some of the
main topics in our newspapers and the reason
for terrorism, wars and the #metoo-debate.
They concluded that extremist attitudes have
increased since a lot of refugees came to Europe. A very important point of the position
paper as highlighted by the participants was
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that we should continue to give young people
a sense of democracy by following democratic
rules in our events and supporting them in developing citizenship. Another important point
was to support the idea of a shared European
project, built on cooperation. The discussions
were also very deep and personal and the participants discovered that everyone had been
affected more or less by extremism, racism
or discrimination. The members of KLJB and
MRJC felt strengthened in their planning of the
peace-festival “RENDEZVOUS!” in 2018. One
hundred years after the end of the First World
War, they want to leave a mark for peace and
justice and a common European vision.
The round tables are the third and final phase
of our work plan “Radically against extremism”. The work plan is supported by the European Youth Foundation of the Council of Europe, a unique foundation supporting activities
developed with, for and by young people.

YMDRAB NEWS
“People to People” – social interaction between
Christian and Muslim rural youngsters in Bulgaria

The main aim of the “People to people” project
was to initiate a social dialogue and to develop
intercultural sensitivity between Muslim and
Christian young people living in rural areas in
Bulgaria. The project took place from the 3rd to
the 10 th of September 2017 and brought together
12 Christian youngsters (from the village of Litakovo situated in the north-western part of Bulgaria) and 12 Muslim youngsters (from Zhaltusha
village situated in the south-eastern part of the
country) in a neutral place - Kranevo village on
the Black Sea coast.
The main project activity was a one-week collaboration event between the participants. They
were accompanied by a coherently built team of
trainers and experts, coming from YMDRAB and
their partners in the project (Ardino Municipality,
Botevgrad Municipality and The National Youth
Forum of Bulgaria). Their collaborative work was
entirely based on non-formal education, includ-

ing: presentations, mixed working groups, role
plays, group discussions, field visits and others.
During the event the participants shared and
analysed the realities of the Christian and Muslim youngsters in the Bulgarian rural areas and
identified the challenges and opportunities to
develop more cohesive multicultural and multireligious villages. They had the chance to break
mutual stereotypes and prejudices and to develop awareness on concepts such as identity,
culture, intercultural sensitivity and human
rights (including gender equalities). The experts
increased participants’ understanding of the local context (including institutions, authorities,
relevant programmes, legislation, etc.), which
can facilitate their access to social rights. And
finally, the participants were able to reflect and
identify a set of actions for overcoming mutual
exclusion and for increasing the interaction between Christian and Muslim rural youngsters
at local level.

The participants also made a trip to the city of
Varna which is the European Youth Capital in
2017 and visited an outdoor open library created
by local Christian and Muslim young volunteers.
All of this inspired them for follow-up actions and
future cooperation.
This activity is supported by the European Youth
Foundation of the Council of Europe. A unique
foundation supporting activities developed with,
for & by young people.

As a result of their collaborative work, at the
end of the event a Position paper was developed
outlining the results of the project. This document contains the common vision of the participants on how to encourage the social dialogue
and interaction between Bulgarian Christian
and Muslim rural youngsters. Parallel to that,
two Action groups were established in the local communities of the participants, which will
act as a moving force for implementing effective
follow-up activities.

INTERVIEW
Why did your organization decide to join MIJARC Europe?
We were glad to get to know about MIJARC Europe through our partners this summer.
After we were offered the opportunity to join the network we took the chance directly. We
think that the mission and the activities of MIJARC Europe are matching with EUROMOVE’s
general aim, therefore for us this is one step forward towards widening our partnership
network. The most interesting aspect that drew our attention was the main focus of MIJARC
Europe on supporting youth from rural areas. We think that there are still big challenges to
overcome to achieve the equal distribution and reach of opportunities to the youth living in
rural areas. So together with MIJARC Europe we believe we can bring our share of positive
impact to tackle these challenges.
What do you think you can bring to MIJARC Europe?
We are a relatively young organization, though our members are experienced in youth work,
enthusiasts in various directions of youth work. We are mostly oriented on the international
mobility of young people through exchange programmes. Our expertise and knowledge of
international project management, proposal writing, youth engagement, and wide European
network of partners will be the main assets that EUROMOVE will bring to MIJARC Europe.

Giorgi Aronia
Age: 34
Country: The Netherlands
Organization: EuroMove

A short message for our readers:
We believe that everyone deserves the equal opportunity to discover the world and benefit
from the opportunities that are available for everyone. We see ourselves as agents for the
youth who need support in discovering these opportunities. We would like to reach and
engage as many young persons as possible, who are willing to travel and develop their
skills and enrich their life.
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Antonio Gallo
Age : 34
Country : Italy
Organization : Futuro Digitale
Why did your organization decide to join MIJARC Europe?
I think that young people have to join their strengths in order to improve the local reality introducing what are the best practices already implemented and proposing what is good we have.
The role of youth is fundamental and Digital Future can give the international experience to
improve the condition of our “Agriculture” together with MIJARC Europe.
What do you think you can bring to MIJARC Europe?
I can bring my experience in European projects and international cooperation, I usually work
in multicultural groups. I am an innovator, full of positive energy and I come from a region that
has a great agricultural vocation, this is my background.
A short message for our readers:
To improve the places we live in, we should start from ourselves and the environment we live in.

Calendar of planned activities
When …?

What…?

Where…?

April -June 2018

Local activities - «If only»

all member countries

2nd - 5th July 2017

Youth peace camp

Portugal

1st - 5th August 2018

«Rendez-vous» Youth Peace
Festival

Besançon - France

4th - 9 th September 2018

International simulation

Romania

September - December 2018

Travelling photos exhibition

all member countries
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